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Preface 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for the implementation of ART Satellite Sites (ASS) in 

Cambodia has been established in pursuant of the decision of the Ministry of Health to include 

health post in community, health center in the remote area, health posts in the closed settings as 

part of its health coverage plan. This document provides guidance on the delivery of HIV 

prevention, treatment, and care to support PLHIV who are living in the remote area which difficult 

to access ARV service and it is respond to the urgent needs of PLHIV in the community. 

The content of this document is based on the experiences, best practices in implementing HIV, 

STI, TB-HIV interventions in ART site and address the current constraints faced by the health 

system in supporting PLHIV living in remote area.  

The Ministry of Health appreciate for the dedications and efforts made by the National Center for 

HIV/AIDS, Dermatology and STD and all members of the Technical Working Group on HIV Care 

and Treatment, all development partners and civil societies in developing this SOP for the 

implementation of ART Satellite Site in Cambodia.  

The Ministry of Health officially approved this SOP to be used in Cambodia and expect that 

Provincial Health Departments at sub-national level, HIV and STD program, and all development 

partners will support and jointly implement this SOP effectively to improve coverage and quality 

of HIV and STI prevention, care and treatment services in Cambodia. 

                                                                                             Phnom Penh, ……… January 2023 

         Ministry of Health 
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I. Background and Rationale  

With the ambitious objective to eliminate new HIV infections by 2025, Cambodia has set to reach 

the 95-95-95 target by 2025. Accounting for constraints in financial resources while implementing 

the “Treat All Strategy”, the national HIV/AIDS program in Cambodia is focusing on the most 

efficient intervention to detect idling HIV cases in persons who are unaware of their status. 

Following this, a test is initiated and treated (if positive), to maintain viral suppression and to 

reduce the lost to follow-up (LTFU) cases, while also decreasing the workload at ART facilities 

by bringing all the relevant HIV services closer to all stable PLHIV. This is done at a lower cost 

and is less time consuming for accessing the antiretroviral therapy (ART) services (whereas current 

ART sites are based in the Provincial and Referral Hospitals). Based on recent evidence from 

various HIV programs, NCHADS introduced cost effective and efficient strategies that moved 

ART services closer to PLHIV at the communities, through establishing ART Satellite Sites (ASS) 

in Cambodia, to maintain and improve the outcome of HIV care and treatment services; 

particularly supporting PLHIV retention while in care.  

ASS will be established and functioned to support HIV service in high burden HIV/AIDS areas 

(to avoid high load at the ART site with the high PLHIV cohort), and remote areas where the 

population of PLHIV find access to ART sites difficult (high cost for traveling and limited access 

to the provincial and referral hospitals). The ASS aims to provide continuity of HIV care treatment 

and support in testing, counseling, and providing links to care and treatment services to those 

retained in care. After an HIV infection is diagnosed, the ART initiation occurs at the ART sites 

located in the 71 provincial and referral hospitals and clinics nationwide. ART is recommended at 

the same day of HIV diagnosis and prescribed by the trained physicians at the ART sites. Beside 

clinicians, other team members will contribute their efforts in providing care and follow-up for 

PLHIV, particularly the Community Actions Approach (CAA) team, who will be in charge of 

active case management and providing support to PLHIV in communities. This will be done 

through active follow ups and regular counseling to all PLHIV in care.  

The initiative of establishing and functioning ASS is to provide differentiated care and treatment, 

making the ART and other related HIV services more accessible, convenient, supportive, and 

closer to the communities. This is to bridge the gap in providing HIV prevention, care and 

treatment, as well as support for all PLHIV in need.  
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II. Objective 

The establishment of ASS services is developed under the following main objectives: 

• To provide ART and related services1 in a differentiated care model that is closer, more 

accessible, and convenient to the communities, in particular at the public health facilities 

(PHFs)  for stable PLHIV2. 

• To increase and expand ART and related services uptake at PHFs, including health posts in 

closed settings and reducing the workload of health providers at ART sites with a high 

PLHIV caseload.  

• To strengthen the quality and coverage of HIV prevention, care and treatment, and support 

including follow-up treatment adherence, ART appointment and retention, other laboratory 

monitoring and virological assessments to achieve the 95-95-95 targets; by promoting 

community involvement and community engagement to support PLHIV in care.  

 

III. Scope of the ART Satellite Sites (ASS) 

The ASS is defined as “a branch of an ART satellite site that is physically separated from the Hub 

ART site in a hospital”, where there is one or more of the following reasons, including:  

1. A high case load of PLHIV receiving care at the Hub ART site and being crowded during 

every appointment visit for consultation, and ARV pick-up (small space for waiting areas, 

long waiting time, providers’ workload).  

2. Geographical area where PLHIV have difficulties accessing the ART services (high 

transportation costs, long travel times, and limited access to the ART site which can be in 

remote areas) with the number of PLHIV who are eligible under the criteria for establishment 

of the ASS.  

3. Vulnerable populations who are detainees living with HIV, in closed settings, and key 

populations (KP)  

 

The ART Satellite Sites is characterized as follows: 

• It is simply convenient by avoiding a long commute for PLHIV to access the ART services, 

by offering easily accessible services within their local area. 

 
1 Based on Minimum Package Activities (MPA) guidelines for HC, MoH. 
2 Refer to the adopted WHO definition in section VIII Approach for ART Satellite Site. 
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• The providers know their clients well (PLHIV), have a network and stronger local 

connection, understand the local culture, and can handle their clients’ needs and concerns. 

• It can reduce the travel cost of ARV refills, health check-ups, and viral load (VL) monitoring 

for PLHIV. 

• The ASS located in the health posts in closed settings will routinely facilitate voluntary HIV 

testing for any detainees who wish to know their HIV status. There will also be an ART 

follow-up care for detainees, on HIV care and treatment, VL sample collection, and other 

health related motivational counseling. This contributes to the achievement of ART 

retention, and 95-95-95 target among PLHIV detainees in closed settings. 

  

The roles of ASS include:  

• The ASS would act as a branch of the Hub ART site, providing care, ARV refills, and other 

treatment monitoring (adherence counseling, drawing blood, and referring to ART sites for 

CD4, lab test and VL monitoring) routinely for stable PLHIV). Unstable patients, including 

detainee PLHIV, should be managed in discussion with the Hub ART sites. The information 

should be collected and reported, to communicate and provide support in response to PLHIV 

health related issues at the Hub ART site. 

• The ASS will refer complicated or severe HIV cases to the Hub ART site in coordination 

with CAA. 

   

IV. Eligible Criteria for ART Satellite Site 

The ASS was chosen based on the following criteria:  

(i) Availability of medical doctors or nurses, trained pharmacists and other supportive 

staff where most of the health care personnel are presented at the sites;  

(ii) Available HIV testing and counseling services (HTS);  

(iii) The presence of adequate counseling and consulting rooms;  

(iv) Capability for safe and secure storage of ARVs, HIV test kits and other drugs; and  

(v) Number of PLHIV in need of ART treatment in the coverage area of the health 

facilities.  
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4.1. Facility Infrastructure 

The health facilities which should be potential for an ASS should possess an appropriate building, 

in accordance with the standard design of the Ministry of Health (MOH), including the following 

considerations: 

• Triage 

• Waiting area 

• Consultation room/counseling room (privacy)  

• Staffs’ room 

• Pharmacy storage  

• Toilet/rest room  

• Available office furniture (Tables, Chairs, Cabinets…). 

 

4.2. Geographical Infrastructure and Population of PLHIV  

The health facilities which could be a potential site for an ASS, should meet at least 3 of the 

following criteria: 

• There are at least 15 PLHIV in very remote areas regardless of status of ART services 

available within the same or different Operational District (OD); and 

• There are many mobile populations, especially PLHIV, across the coverage area or 

that come to live in the area; and 

• The distance from the Hub ART site is over 20 km; accessible or through crossing a 

river, or difficult road conditions resulting in high transportation costs for PLHIV to 

access ART services at the Hub ART site. 

All health posts in the closed settings that have PLHIV detainees are eligible for the development 

of the ASS to ensure continuation, and the effectiveness of HIV, TB, and STI support, care and 

treatment, for all detainees. 

4.3. Human Resources  

The standards for staff members are a concern, with the number and type of personnel (technical 

qualification) that the MOH requires for ART sites nationwide, in accordance with their activities 
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and functions, such as the provision of general 24-hour services (24h/24h); ensuring of regular 

visits and working closely with patients. For any PHF where human resources are available, the 

requirement for establishing the ASS is at least one medical doctor or one HIV care trained nurse, 

one trained staff to play pharmacist roles, and one other support staff. 

 

V. Package of Activities  

5.1. HIV Testing and Counseling   

In the ASS, staff have the capacity to perform HIV testing on their target population:    

• The referral hospital, health centers or health posts in the community and closed 

settings can perform the activities following the national guidance on HIV testing and 

counseling. 

 

5.2. Health Education and Health Promotion 

The activities related to health education and promotion is conducted in the planned ASS 

and commit to do more for better health, through: 

• Providing daily education on basic HIV/AIDS knowledge and HIV testing.  

• Providing daily education on ARV adherence with motivational counseling for 

PLHIV.  

• Updating the contact phone number of each patient living with HIV in every follow 

up visit. 

• Linking or getting access to the Hub ART sites which supervise and manage PLHIV 

within their coverage area; 

• Providing some preventive services, basic treatment, and health education such as 

HIV/AIDS, ARV adherence, hygiene and other basic health awareness; and  

• Providing Enhance Adherence Counselling (EAC) following the national algorism. 

  

5.3. Follow Up Missed Appointment and Lost to Follow Up Flow Chart 

The flow chart describes the process of follow up with PLHIV who miss an appointment 

(i.e., LTFU cases). As routine health service activities at the Hub ART site, the ASS provides 
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daily service to PLHIV who come to access ART, including HIV testing, ARV appointments 

and refills, VL testing, and other treatment for infections and comorbidities. During the 

follow-up, if any PLHIV missed an appointment, this will be listed down by the counselor 

at the end of the workday, and after one or two days, the ASS will attempt to make a phone 

call to these patients or outreach to community. The results after contacting them will be 

recorded in the patient list of missed appointments, and hopefully the patients are reengaged 

for support. Should this not work, they will communicate with counsellors/CAA staff of 

related Hub ART sites, as well as Civil Society Organizations (CSO), Case Management 

Assistance (CMA) or Case Management Coordinators (CMC), to seek support in tracing and 

reengaging the patients who missed their appointment. After receiving the information, the 

CSO will work in collaboration with CMA and CMC to directly contact the community 

volunteer (CV), local authority (LA), Buddy System Leader (BSL), or volunteer health 

support group (VHSG), to seek support in following up with the PLHIV. In the meantime, 

CSOs will work and communicate with the community in order to meet with PLHIV and to 

provide counseling. After receiving feedback from the community, the CSO, CMA, or CMC 

will inform the ASS/Hub ART site with a new proposed appointment date for the PLHIV, 

and they will be reengaged for the HIV treatment services. 
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Figure 1: Flow of follow-up clients 

 

 

VI. ARV Management and Furniture   

o ARV management 

• ARV drugs will be supplied through CMS to the Hub ART site and the ASS will 

request ARV drugs on a quarterly or semester basis, based on the number of PLHIV 

and appointment dates, and the instruction from the Logistic and supply management 

unit/NCHADS 

• ASS will submit drug expense reports and requests to Hub ART sites on a regular basis 

and when needed (Annex 1)  

• Regular coordination between the ASS and the Hub ART sites should be made to avoid 

shortage of drugs and/or out of stock. 

 

o Furniture 

• Desk for provide service with chair  

• Filing drawers/cabinet with lockable 

• Hospital bed   

Hub ART 

1-CSOs 
2-CMA/CMC 

ART Satellite Sites  ART Satellite Sites 

1-2 days 28 days 1-2 days 28 days 

CV, BSL, LA, VHSG 
1-2 days 

28 days 

28 days 

1-2 days Communication and Cooperation  

Activities 
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VII. Roles and Responsibilities of Hub ART Site and ART Satellite Site   

7.1. Hub ART Site 

• Provide daily service to all PLHIV 

• Conduct health check list for follow up PLHIV 

• Identify stable patients and transfer them to the ASS and support the ASS for arranging 

the follow up visits for these patients.  

• Provide basic knowledge and information to PLHIV related to HIV/AIDS, ARV, and 

ART using the motivational counseling method 

• Reinforce treatment adherence counseling on a regular basis in addition to the initial 

counseling at the ART initiation 

• Arrange quarterly or monthly supplies of ARV drugs and OI drugs to the ASS, as well 

as manage other logistics upon request. 

• Arrange schedules for VL tests and inform the ASS upon sending out results  

• Provide technical support, including supervised visits to ASS 

• Collect monthly reports for drug expenses from ASS 

Compile and submit report to DMU/NCHADS.  

 

7.2. ART Satellite Sites at Public Health Facilities  

• Provide daily ART services to PLHIV and refer them to Hub ART site if needed for 

complicated and severe cases 

• Collect and refer blood samples to the Hub ART site for lab tests including CD4 and 

VL monitoring tests based on patients’ routine schedules and request from Hub sites 

• Provide HIV screening test and refer the reactive cases to VCCT for confirmation 

• Provide basic knowledge and information to PLHIV related to HIV/AIDS, ARV, and 

ART with the motivational counseling method 

• Conduct health checks for PLHIV by using the check list (Annex2)  

• Assign one or two staff members with responsibility in the provision of ART services 

in ASS, as well as outreach activities.   

• Provide EAC to relevant PLHIV 

• Maintain good hygiene 
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• Take responsibility and care for all medical supplies and equipment, including an 

annual inventory which should be compiled 

• Prepare monthly ARV or OI requests to the Hub ART site 

• Attend monthly or quarterly meetings with GoC, B-IACM, or other meetings 

• Work with CSOs in referral of unstable PLHIV back to the Hub ART sites, follow up 

missed appointments and LTFU cases with PLHIV, and provide transportation support 

to them 

•  Collect data of PLHIV and prepare monthly or quarterly reports to the Hub ART site. 

  

7.3. ART Satellite Site at Health Posts in Closed Settings  

• Allocate one or two staff members, responsible in the provision of services in ASS in 

closed setting 

• Accompany severely sick detainee PLHIV to the hospital 

• Prepare monthly or quarterly ARV or OIs requests to the Hub ART site 

• Provide basic knowledge/information and services to PLHIV related to HIV/AIDS, 

ARV, and ART with motivational counseling method 

• Conduct medical checkups for detainee PLHIV using check list and accompany them 

to referral hospitals or Hub ART site, if needed 

• Provide HTS and refer to VCCT for confirmation 

• Work with CSOs in arranging PLHIV to receive ART at relevant ART site after being 

released. 

• Attend monthly or quarterly meetings with GoC, B-IACM, or other related meetings 

• Prepare monthly or quarterly reports to Hub ART site. 

 

VIII. Approach for Implementing Activities at ART Satellite Sites  

The flow chart below describes the process of transferring stable patients from the Hub ART 

site to ASS. As a first step, health providers at the Hub ART site will develop a list of stable 

patients and discuss with the patients about the location of ASS where they can be transferred 

to – for instance, if PLHIV agree to move to ASS close to their current living/working 

address. Then the provider will prepare the relevant documents for transfer out to the ASS. 

If PLHIV do not agree and decides to continue receiving the services at the registered ART 
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site, the provider will respect their decision. However, the provider will continue having 

discussions with stable patients on their concerns and issues related to transferring out to the 

ASS and identify solutions accordingly. This is to help understand issues and challenges 

faced by PLHIV, with the ultimate aim to respect their decision. The provider at the ASS 

normally provides daily medical check-ups and counseling, but if there are any signs of poor 

adherence, the provider will contact the Hub ART site and transfer patients back to receive 

appropriate services (except PLHIV in closed settings). To ensure optimal treatment 

adherence and retention, the CSO, CMA or CMC will support on daily follow ups, both by 

phone and community outreach.  

Figure 2: Flow of patient referral between Hub ART Site and ART Satellite Site  

 

 

Patients stable on ART were defined as those receiving ART for at least 1 year, with no adverse 

drug reactions requiring regular monitoring, no current illnesses or pregnancy, a good 

understanding of lifelong adherence, and evidence of treatment success.  

All stable patients that meet the criteria below will be eligible for transfer from the Hub ART site 

to ASS:  

Communication and Cooperation  

Communication and referral 

VCCT 

Stable 

Stable Provider
s 

Hub ART 

1-CSOs 
2-CMA/CMC 
3- 

ART Satellite 

Sites  

ART Satellite 
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- Their current residential/working location is closer to the ASS than the Hub ART site 

- Their VL result within the last 12 months shows suppression 

   

IX. Capacity Building   

NCHADS and Provincial Health Departments, relevant governmental institution, CSOs and other 

health partners will work together to provide capacity building services to relevant staff in order 

to ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of the program to achieve the objectives stated in the 

Strategic Plan for HIV/AIDS and STI Prevention and Care. NCHADS, and other relevant 

stakeholders will be responsible for developing the training curriculum based on the need of health 

care providers on HIV prevention, Community/Provider Initiated HIV Testing and Counseling 

(C/PITC), other HIV testing, counseling, OIs prophylaxis and ARVs management, laboratory 

testing and monitoring, positive prevention, STIs and TB-HIV screening, prevention and 

treatment. The capacity building can be implemented through, but not limited to, trainings, 

workshops, orientations, coaching sessions, and supervision. 

X. Monitoring and Supervision  

Health Facilities that serve as ASS are required to have the resource persons, potentially 

HC/HP/RH Chief or Vice-Chief, for providing the technical support, as well as monitoring and 

supervision, especially during the first year of service.  

The main objectives of monitoring and supervision are to ensure timely reporting to the national 

team (NCHADS, relevant development partners, NGOs, CSOs) through quality data collection at 

the ASS, and to maintain the quality of health services provided to PLHIV in alignment with the 

SOP and national guidelines. 

The national team and PASP, including the data management officer, should schedule the 

monitoring and supervision trip every quarter to the ASS. Once the satellite team is more familiar 

with the SOP, guideline, and the capacity of HIV, STI, TB-HIV data tracking and reporting is 

strengthened, the monitoring and supervision trip can be scheduled for every six months.  

The national team should schedule joint monitoring and supervision activities with 

PASP/collaborated Hub ART team, and relevant CSOs, when required. 
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During the monitoring and supervision, the team should provide necessary support, including but 

not limited to: 

• Ensuring operationalization of the ART delivery at the ASS following the national guidance 

• Ensuring appropriate knowledge and skills on HIV/AIDS, STIs, TB-HIV services 

• Ensuring consistency of data between the recording template and the electronic data record 

• Ensuring that all stakeholders are able to provide comments on the achievement and 

challenges, and are able to follow up on an action plan for next steps. 

 

XI. Data Management, Recording and Reporting  

The data management unit (DMU) of NCHADS works closely with the provincial data 

management officer (PDMO) at the provincial level, to provide training and coaching to ASS to 

ensure responsible staff have enough skills and the capacity to use the ART form and record data 

correctly and with high-quality. Each ASS will be responsible for tracking all relevant data and 

records in the patient’s file and send the patient’s form to the Hub ART site on a weekly basis. 

Facilitation and support from the CAA team will be provided, if needed. Once the Hub ART sites 

have received the patient’s form and the data entry clerk at the Hub ART site enters the data into 

the ART database, the Hub ART site will send the entire site’s backup file to the PDMO at the 

provincial level for review and analysis for the provincial report. A backup file will then be sent 

through a drag and drop to the DMU/NCHADS for uploading and aggregation of data to produce 

a national report. 
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Figure 3: Data and reporting flow   

 

Figure 4: Reporting Flowchart for ART Satellite Sites to Hub-ART  
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ឧបសម្ព័ន ២ 

បញ្ជ ីតាមដាន និងត្រួរពិនិរយសុខភាពអ្នករស់នៅជាមយួនមនោគនអ្ដស៍ 

ចំណុចន្ទៀងផ្ទទ រ ់
បាទ/ឬចាស 
ឬអ្រន់ទ 

សកមមភាព (ត្បសិននបើមានចនមលើយ បាទឬចាស) 

១. មនិមានយល់ដឹងពីនមនោគ 
នអ្ដស៍ និងការពាបាលនដាយ ART 
ជាពិនសស ការនលបថ្ន មំយួជីវរិ 

 

• អ្បរ់អំ្នកជងំឺតាមរយៈសារជាគនលឹឹះសំខាន់ៗ  ពីនមនោគនអ្ដស៍ និងការ

ពាបាលនដាយ ART ជាពិនសស ការនលបថ្ន មំយួជីវរិ 

• ្តល់ពរ័ម៌ានត្កមុការងារនៅនសវា ART សត្មាបអ់្បរ់ ំឬ្តល់ត្បឹកា

បន្នែម 

   ២. មានផ្្ទន ឹះ  
• ្តល់ដំណឹងដល់អ្នកសត្មបសត្មួលនៅគលីនិក ART 

• បញ្ជូ ននៅនសវាសុខភាពសត្មាបក់ារន្ែទសុំខភាព និងបងាា រការចមលង

ពីមាត យនៅកូន 

៣. ទទួលនសវា ART រិចជាង ១២ន្ខ  

• ្តល់ការត្បឹកា/អ្បរ់ ំការនលបថ្ន ឱំ្យបានត្រឹមត្រូវ នទៀងទរ ់និងជាប់

លាប ់ត្ពមទងំទទួលនសវាតាមការណារ ់

• ្តល់ដំណឹងដល់ត្កុមការងារនៅសេវា ART បសគោ ល នបើចាបំាច ់

• បញ្ជូ ននៅនសវាសុខភាព នបើចាបំាច ់

៤. មាននោគសញ្ញា សងសយ័រនបង៖ កអក
នលើស ១៤ផ្ែៃ នតត ខលួនសទិញៗនពល
រនសៀល ន្បកនញើសសអិរនពលយប ់និង
ត្សកទមៃន ់

 
• អ្បរ់បំងាា រការចមលងពីរនបង 

• បញ្ជូ ននៅពិនត្រឹះជំងឺជាមយួត្គូនពទយជំនាញ និងតាមដាន 

៥. មាននោគសញ្ញា សងសយ័ជងំឺរលាក
នែលើមត្បនេទនស  

• អ្បរ់បំងាា រការចមលងនោគ 

• បញ្ជូ ននៅពិនត្រឹះជំងឺជាមយួត្គូនពទយជំនាញ និងតាមដាន 
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៦. មាន្លរខំានរបស់ថ្ន  ំដូចជា
រលាកន្សែក កអួរចនងាអ រ ឬ ន ើងដុំក 
ជានដើម 

 
• ្តល់ពរ័ម៌ានដល់ត្កុមការងារនៅសេវា ART បសគោ ល 

• បញ្ជូ ននៅសេវា ART បសគោ ល នបើចាបំាច ់

៧. មានបនទុកនមនោគនអ្ដស៍កនុងឈាម 
រិចជាង ៤០កូព/ីml  

• បនតពត្ងឹងការត្បឹកា អ្បរ់ ំតាមដាន នដើមែរីកាឱ្យបនទុកនមនោគនអ្ដស៍

កនុងឈាមរិចជា ៤០កូព/ីml ន្ដលអាចរកាបានសុខភាពលអ និងមនិ

មានការចមលងនអ្ដស៍នៅផ្ដគូ 

៨. មានបនទុកនមនោគនអ្ដស៍កនុងឈាម
ព ី៤០-៩៩៩ កូពី/ml  

• ្តល់ដំណឹងដល់ត្កុមការងារនៅនសវា ART បនងាោ ល 

• ត្បឹកា អ្បរ់ ំតាមដាន នដើមែឱី្យនលបថ្ន តំ្រឹមត្រូវ នទៀងទរ ់និងជាប់

លាប ់នដើមែឱី្យបនទុកនមនោគនអ្ដស៍កនុងឈាមត្រលបម់កនៅនត្កាមរិច

ជា ៤០កូព/ីml ន្ដលអាចរកាសុខភាពលអ នងិមនិមានការចមលងនៅន្ដ

គូ 

*** សូមបញ្ជូ នសំណាកឈាម ឬមនុសសនៅន្វើនរសតកំហាបន់មនោគ    
នអ្ដស៍កនុងឈាម ត្បសិននបើ មនិមានលទធ្ ល។ 

៩. មានបនទុកនមនោគនអ្ដស៍កនុងឈាម
ចាបព់ី ១០០០កូព/ីmm3 ន ើង  

• ្តល់ដំណឹងដល់ត្កុមការងារនៅនសវា ART បនងាោ លជាការចាបំាច ់

• ត្បឹកា អ្បរ់ ំតាមដាន នដើមែឱី្យនលបថ្ន តំ្រឹមត្រូវ នទៀងទរ ់និងជាប់

លាប ់នដើមែនី្វើឱ្យបនទុកនមនោគនអ្ដស៍កនុងឈាមត្រលបន់ៅនត្កាមរិច 

១០០០កូព/ីmm3 ន្ដលអាចរកាសុខភាពលអជាងមុន 

*** សូមបញ្ជូ នសំណាកឈាម ឬមនុសសនៅន្វើនរសតបនទុកនមនោគនអ្ដស៍
កនុង ឈាម ត្បសិននបើមនិមានលទធ្ល 

១០. ្ុញត្ទនន់នឿយហរ ់នងឹទទួល
ការពាបាល 

 

• នលើកទឹកចិរតអ្នកជមៃ ឺ

• ្តល់ដំណឹងដល់ត្កុមការងារនៅនសវា ART បនងាោ ល 

• យុទធសាស្រសតរលឹំកពីការនៅទទួនលសវានទៀរទរ ់នលបថ្ន តំ្រឹមត្រូវ នទៀង

ទរ ់និងជាបល់ាប ់ 
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១១. នបើជាបគុោលធ្លល បន់ត្បើត្បាស់ថ្ន ំ
នញៀន  

• ្តល់ ឬបញ្ជូ ននដើមែី្ តល់ត្បឹកា 

• ្តល់ដំណឹងដល់ត្កុមការងារនៅនសវា ART បនងាោ ល 

១២. មានបាកទ់ឹកចរិត ដូចជាមនិចង់
នលបថ្ន  ំឬ បងាា ញការចងឈ់បទ់ទួល
នសវាជានដើម 

 

• នលើកទឹកចិរតអ្នកជមៃ ឺ

• ្តល់ដំណឹងដល់ត្កុមការងារនៅនសវា ART បនងាោ ល 

• រមលកឹពីការនៅទទួនលសវានទៀងទរ ់នលបថ្ន ឱំ្យបានត្រឹមត្រូវ នទៀងទរ ់

និងជាបល់ាប ់

១៣. មនិបងាា ញឱ្យដឹងពសីាែ នភាព
HIV  

• ពិនិរយនមើល្លត្បនោជន ៍និងហានិេយ័ផ្នការបងាា ញឱ្យនគដឹងពី

សាែ នភាព HIV ឱ្យអ្នកជំងឺសនត្មចចិរត នបើការនបើកបងាា ញននឹះត្រឹមត្រូវ

ចំន ឹះររ។់ 

• សាកសួរ PLHIV អ្ពំីអ្នកជិរដិរបំ្ុរ និងដឹងពសីាែ នភាព HIV 

សត្មាបប់នតរតំ្ទនត្កាយនចញពីមណឌ ល 

១៤. បារមភពីការខាម ស់នអ្ៀន/ការ
នរ ើសនអ្ើង  

• នលើកទឹកចិរតអ្នកជងំ ឺ

• ្តល់ដំណឹងដល់ត្កុមការងារនៅនសវា ART បនងាោ ល 

១៥. មនិមានការរតំ្ទពីសងោម  
• ្តល់ដំណឹងដល់ត្កុមការងារនៅនសវា ART បនងាោ ល 

• ទកទ់ងនៅសាែ បន័ កព់ន័ធន្សងៗ ត្បសិននបើអាចន្វើបាន ។ 
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 ឧបសម្ព័ន  ៣ 
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១.ទត្មងព់រ័ម៌ានផ្នអ្នកជំងឺនពញវយ័នពលមកពិនិរយជំងឺ (ទំត្មង ់ខ)
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២. ទត្មងស់ត្មាបន់ វ្ើបចចុបែននភាពពរ័ម៌ានអ្នកជំងឺ 

 

៣. ទត្មងព់រ័ម៌ានសនងេបរបស់អ្នកជំងឺ(ពណ៌ស)
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ឧបសម្ពន័ន ៤ 

របាយការណ៍ត្បចាតំ្រីមាសសតីពីការតាមរក និងដាកអ់្នកជំងឺនអ្ដស៍ត្រ បចូ់លមកកនុងនសវាន្ែទ ំ 
និងពាបាលវញិ 
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